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Abstract: In this paper, g**-connected space, g**-connected modulo I space are introduced and 

the relationship between these concepts are studied. 
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1. Introduction 

Levine [1] introduced the class of g-closed sets in 1970 and M.K.R.S. Veerakumar[7] introduced 

g*-closed sets in 1991. Ideal topological spaces have been first introduced by K. Kuratowski [2] in 

1930. In this paper g**-connected spaces, g**-connected modulo I are defined and their 

properties are investigated. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1: A subset A of a topological space(X, τ) is called 

1) generalized closed (briefly g-closed)[1] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U is open in 

(X, τ). 

2)  generalized star closed (briefly g*-closed)[7] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U is g- 

open in (X, τ).  

3) generalized star star closed (briefly g**-closed)[4] if cl(A)  U whenever A  U  and U 

is g*- open in (X, τ). 

Definition 2.2: A function f : (X, τ) → (Y, σ) is called  

1)  g**-irresolute [4] if )(1 Vf   is a g**-closed set of (X, τ) for every g**-closed set  V of 
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(Y, σ).  

2) g**-continuous [4] if )(1 Vf   is a g**-closed set of ),( X for every closed set V of 

),( Y . 

3) g**-resolute [6] if )(Uf is g**-open in Y whenever U is g**-open in X. 

Definition 2.3: An ideal[2] I  on a non empty set X  is a collection of subsets of X  which 

satisfies the following properties.(i) IA , IB    IBA   (ii) IA , AB     IB

.A topological space ),( X  with an ideal I  on X  is called an ideal topological space and is 

denoted by ),,( IX  . 

Definition 2.4:[6] The topological space (X, τ) is said to be g**-additive if arbitrary union of 

g**-closed sets is g**-closed. Equivalently arbitrary intersection of g**-open sets is g**-open. 

Definition 2.5:[6]  Let ),( X  be a topological space and Xx . Every  openg **  set 

containing x  is said to be a oodneighbourhg **  of x . 

Definition 2.6:[6]  Let A be a subset of X. A point Xx  is said to be a **g  limit point of A 

if every oodneighbourhg **  of x  contains a point of A other than x . 

Definition 2.7:[6] Let A be a subset of a topological space ),( X . )(** Aclg  is defined to be 

the intersection of all closedg **  sets containing A.  

Note: [6] )(** Aclg  need not be closedg ** , since intersection of closedg **  sets need not 

be closedg ** . But if A is closedg **  then AAclg )(** .  

Definition 2.8:[6] A topological space ),( X  is said to be  tivemultiplicag **  if arbitrary 

intersection of  closedg **  sets is closedg ** . Equivalently arbitrary union of  openg **  

sets is openg ** . 

3. g**-Connected space 
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Definition 3.1: Let BAX  is said to be a g**-separation of X if A and B are non empty 

disjoint and g**-open sets. If there is no g**-separation of X then X is said to be g**-connected.  

Otherwise it is said to be g**-disconnected. 

Note: If BAX  is a separation then BAc  and ABc  and hence A and B are g**-closed. 

Remark 3.2: ),( X is g**-connected if and only if the only subsets which are both g**-open 

and g**-closed are X and υ. 

Proof is obvious. 

Example 3.3: An infinite set with cofinite topology is g**-connected since it is impossible to 

find two disjoint g**-open sets. 

Example 3.4: Any indiscrete topological space ),( X with more than one point is not g**-

connected since every subset is g**-open. 

Theorem 3.5: Every g**-connected space is connected but not conversely. 

Proof: Obvious, since every open set is g**-open. 

Example 3.6: The space in example (3.4) is connected but not g**-connected. 

Definition 3.7: Let Y be a subset of X. Then BAY  is said to be a g**-separation of Y if A 

and B are non empty disjoint g**-open sets in X. If there is no g**-separation of Y then Y is said 

to be g**-connected subset of X. 

Theorem 3.8: Let ),( X be a topological space and BAX  is a g**-separation of X. If Y is 

a g**-open and g**-connected subset of X then Y is completely contained in either A or in B. 
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Proof: BAX  is a g**-separation of X. Suppose Y intersects both A and B then 

)()( YBYAY  is a g**-separation of Y which is a contradiction. 

Theorem 3.9: Let ),( X  and ),( Y  be two topological spaces and ),(),(:  YXf   be a 

function. Then 

1. f is onto, g**-continuous and X is g**-connected Y is connected. 

2. f is onto, continuous and X is g**-connected Y is connected. 

3. f is strongly g**-continuous then X is connected Y is g**-connected. 

4. f is a onto and g**-open then Y is g**-connected X is connected. 

5. f is a bijection and open then X is connected Y is g**-connected. 

6. f is onto, g**-irresolute then X is g**-connected Y is g**-connected. 

7. f is bijection, g**-resolute then Y is g**-connected X is g**-connected. 

Proof: (1) Suppose BAY  is a separation of Y then )()()( 111 BfAfYfX   is a g**-

separation of X which is a contradiction. Therefore Y is connected. 

Proof for (2) to (7) are similar to the above proof. 

Theorem 3.10: A topological space ),( X is g**-disconnected if and only if there exists a g**-

continuous map of X onto discrete two point space Y = {0, 1}. 

Proof: ),( X is g**-disconnected and Y = {0, 1} is a space with discrete topology. Let 

BAX  be a g**-separation of X. Define YXf : such that 0)( Af and 1)( Bf . 

Obviously f is onto, g**-continuous map. Conversely, let YXf : be g**-continuous, onto 

map. Then )1()0( 11   ffX is a g**-separation of X. 

Theorem 3.11: Let A  be an arbitrary family of g**-open g**-connected subset of X with the 

common point p. Then A is g**-connected.  
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Proof: Let CBA    be a g**-separation of A . Then B and C are disjoint non empty 

g**-open sets in X. BpAp   or Cp . Assume that Bp . Then by theorem (3.8), 

A is completely contained in B for all  (since Bp ).Therefore C is empty which is a 

contradiction. 

Corollary 3.12: Let }{ nA be a sequence of g**-open g**-connected subsets of X such that 

,1  nn AA for all n. Then  nA is g**-connected. 

Proof:  This can be proved by induction on n. by theorem (3.11), the result is true for n = 2. 

Assume that the result to be true when n = k. Now to prove the result when n = k + 1. By the  

hypothesis  i

k
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  is g**-connected. Now .)( 1

1
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1




  is 

g**-connected. By induction hypothesis the result is true for all n. 

Corollary 3.13: Let A}{ A be an arbitrary collection of g**-open g**-connected subsets of X. 

Let A be a g**-open g**-connected subset of X. If  ,  AA for all α then  )( AA  is 

g**-connected. 

Proof: Suppose that )( AA  = CB be a g**-separation of the subset )( AA  . Since 

,CBA  by theorem (3.8), BA or .CA Without loss of generality assume that BA . 

Let A be arbitrary. ,CBA   by theorem (3.8), BA  or .CA  But 

.BAAA    Since α is arbitrary, BA  for all α. Therefore BAA  )(  which 

implies C  which is a contradiction. Therefore )( AA  is g**-connected. 

Definition 3.14: A space ),( X  is said to be totally g**-disconnected if its only g**-connected 

subsets are one point sets. 

Example 3.15: Let  ),( X be an indiscrete topological space with more than one point. Here all 

subsets are g**-open. If },{ 21 xxA   then }{}{ 21 xxA  is a g**-separation of A. Therefore 

any subset with more than one point is g**-disconnected. Hence ),( X is totally g**-

disconnected. 
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Example 3.16: An infinite set with finite complement topology is not totally g**-disconnected. 

Remark 3.17: Totally g**-disconnectedness implies g**-disconnectedness. 

Definition 3.18: A point Xx is said to be in g**-boundary of A (g** Bd(A)) if every g**-

open set containing x intersects both A and .AX   

Theorem 3.19: Let ),( X be a topological space and let A be a subset of X. If C is g**-open 

g**-connected subset of X that intersects both A and AX  then C intersects g**Bd(A). 

Proof: It is given that  AC and  cAC . Now )()( cACACC  is a non empty 

disjoint union. Suppose both are g**-open then it is a contradiction to the fact that C is g**-

connected. Hence either AC  or cAC  is not g**-open. Suppose that AC  is not g**-open. 

Then there exists ACx  which is not a g** interior point of AC  . Let U be a g**-open set 

containing .x Then CU  is a g**-open set containing x  and hence .)()  cACCU  

This implies U intersects both A and
cA and therefore )(** ABdgx . Hence 

.)(**  ABdgC    

Next we prove the intermediate value theorem of calculus suitably generalized. 

Theorem 3.20:(Genralisation of intermediate Value theorem) Let RXf : be a g**-

continuous map where X is a g**-connected space and r with usual topology. If  yx, are two 

points of X and  & )(yfb  then every real number r between a  and b is attained at a point in 

X. 

Proof: Assume the hypothesis of the theorem. Suppose there is no point Xc  such that 

.)( rcf  Then ),( rA  and ),(  rB are disjoint open sets in R and )()( 11 BfAfX  

which is a g**-separation of X. This is a contradiction to the fact that x is g**-connected. 

Therefore there exists Xc such that .)( rcf   

4. g**-connected modulo I 

Definition 4.1: Let ),,( IX  be an ideal topological space then BAX  is said to be  g**-

connected modulo I if A and B are non empty g**-open subsets of X such that .IBA    
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),,( IX  is said to be g**-connected modulo I if there is no g**-separation modulo I for X. 

Definition 4.2: Let Y be a subset of X. BAY  is said to be g**-separation modulo I of Y if A 

and B are non empty g**-open subsets of X  and .IBA   

If there is no g**-separation modulo I for Y then we say Y is g**-connected modulo I subset. 

Theorem 4.3: BAX  is g**-separation of X implies BAX  is a g**-separation modulo 

I of X for any ideal I. 

Proof: It follows since .I  

Theorem 4.4: ),,( IX  is g**-connected modulo I for some ideal I implies ),( X is g**-

connected. 

Proof follows from theorem (4.3). 

Remark 4.5: The converse is not true as seen in the following example. 

Example 4.6: Let ),( X be infinite cofinite topological space and ).(XI  Then ),( X is g**-

connected. On the other hand }{},{ yYxX  are g**-open and non empty,  

}){(}){( yYxXX  and .},{}){(}){( IyxXyYxX 

}){(}){( yYxXX  is a g**-separation modulo I of X. Therefore ),,( IX   is not g**-

connected modulo I. 

Theorem 4.7: Let ),,( IX  be an ideal topological space, BAX  is a g**-separation of X 

modulo I and Y is a g**-open g**-connected subset of X modulo I, then AY  or BY  . 
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Proof: BAX  is a g**-separation of X modulo I. Therefore A and B are non empty g**-

open sets and .IBA  Now )()( BYAYY  . )( AY  and )( BY  are g**-open sets 

and .)()()( IBAYBYAY  If )( AY  and )( BY  are both non empty then 

)()( BYAYY  is a g**-separation of Y modulo I which is a contradiction. Therefore 

 )( AY or  )( BY and hence BY  or .AY   

Theorem 4.8: Let ),,( IX   and ),,( JY   be two ideal topological spaces and

),,(),,(: JYIXf    be a bijection where ).(IfJ   Then 

1. f is g**-continuous then X is g**-connected modulo I Y is connected modulo .J   

2. f is continuous then X is g**-connected modulo I Y is connected modulo .J  

3. f is strongly g**-continuous then X is connected Y is g**-connected modulo .J  

4. f is g**-open then Y is g**-connected modulo J X is connected modulo I. 

5. f is open then X is connected modulo I Y is g**-connected modulo .J  

6. f is g**-irresolute then X is g**-connected modulo I Y is g**-connected modulo .J  

7. f is g**-resolute then Y is g**-connected modulo J X is g**-connected modulo I. 

Proof: Suppose that Y is not connected modulo J . Let BAY  be a g**-separation modulo J. 

Therefore A and B are disjoint g**-open and .JBA  Then )()( 11 BfAfX   is g**-

separation modulo I since IBAfBfAf   )()()( 111 which is a contradiction. Therefore 

Y is connected modulo J. 

Proof for (2) to (7) are similar to the above proof. 
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